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Basic comprehension

Critical thinking

Creative thinking



A poll

A I think you can integrate critical thinking into your teaching at any language 
level. The challenges are the same.

B I think you can also integrate critical thinking at lower levels but it’s more 
challenging to do.

C I don’t think critical thinking is used so much at lower levels because we 
spend more time using lower order thinking skills to learn basic English.

D I don’t think critical thinking is relevant at lower levels because students 
need to concentrate on learning basic English with lower order thinking.



The critical thinking paradox



The critical thinking paradox

“Just because a student has lower level 
English, that doesn’t mean they have low 

level intelligence.”



The critical thinking paradox

“Just because a student has lower level 
English, that doesn’t mean they have low 

level intelligence.”

“Tasks that are aimed at higher order 
thinking often require higher level language.”



The false perception of critical thinking

analyze         evaluate        bias       

perspective      argument        conclusion       compare      

contrast       judgement       relevance       inference     reflection

explanation         rationale      reasoned      emotive

elucidation



“Listen to these words and repeat them.”

“Read the text and answer the true/false questions.”

“Work in pairs. Plan a holiday with the phrases 
from the listening.”

“Work in groups and read the list of ideas. 
Which do you like? Why? 

“Choose the best idea in your group.” 

“Present your idea to the class.”



REMEMBER
Say*
Repeat** (say again*)
Remember*
Learn*
Read/Listen*
Write/Speak*

UNDERSTAND
Understand*
Know*
Find*
Translate***
Answer*
Define***

APPLY
Use*
Show*
Practise*
Describe**
Match***
Know why/how**

ANALYZE
Ask for/Look for* (information)
Study*
Test*
Compare***
Find out**
Search/Research***

EVALUATE
Discuss*
Think*
Believe**
Choose*
Decide* 
List**

CREATE
Make*
Draw*
Plan*
Write*
Present
Solve*** (a problem*)

http://www.englishprofile.org/
CEFR KEY = A1*, A2**, B1***



Ten practical ways to integrate 
critical thinking at lower levels



QUESTIONS
Why*
Where*
Who*
Which*
When*
What*
How*

GIVING AN OPINION
I think that…*
I believe that…*
I know that…*
It’s excellent**/great*/good*/OK*/not very 
good*/bad*/terrible*

GIVING REASONS AND OPTIONS
Because*
So*
Or*

COMPARING AND CONTRASTING
It’s better than…/the best*
It’s more important than/the most important.*
But*
However*

ADDING AND EXEMPLIFICATION
And*
Also*
For example,*
In addition***

1. Teach students key language for CT tasks



2. Encourage students to use open questions

1. Are you a student?
2. Is there a television in your house?
3. Do you have a car?
4. Do you often use social media?
5. Do you like food from different countries?
6. Did you do anything fun at the weekend? 



2. Encourage students to use open questions

1. Are you a student?
2. Is there a television in your house?
3. Do you have a car?
4. Do you often use social media?
5. Do you like food from different countries?
6. Did you do anything fun at the weekend?

What…?     Where…?     Who…?     Why…?     When…?

How long…?       How much/many…?



3. Build in personalization



4. Make students create the exercise

1 Write the words in the sentences.

sofa      painting      curtains       cupboard       lamp

1 That’s a beautiful _______ on the wall.
2 Can you look in the ______ for my book.
3 We can all sit on the ______. It’s big enough.
4 Turn the _____ on if you can’t see.
5 Open the _____. The view from the window is fantastic.

2 Write five sentences with gaps for these words: desk, plant, 
carpet, TV, photo

Then test your partner.



5. Get students to say ‘why’

Adapted from Life Elementary Unit 6



Read the text and answer the questions.
1 Is Santiago de Cali and Cali the same city?
2 What is the population of Cali?
3 What river is in Cali?
4 When is it normally dry in Cali?

Santiago de Cali is in southwest Colombia. Most people call it ‘Cali’. It has a population 
of 2.3 million and it’s the third largest city in Colombia. The main river in Cali is the 
Cauca River. The dry seasons are December to March and July to August. 

6. Go beyond basic comprehension questions 



Cali in southwest Colombia is a city with a lot of new business. It has a good airport for 
visitors, with comfortable hotels. There is good public transport, but the taxis are the 
fastest way to get around. Most good restaurants are in the centre of Cali and serve a 
mix of traditional and international food.

People in Cali work hard and play even harder! The city is famous for its music and 
nightclubs. It’s the home of Salsa in Colombia and you can take courses with some of 
the best dancers in the world. August and September are good months to visit 
because of the Festival of Pacific music and the World Festival of Salsa.

1 Who did the writer write it for? (students, tourists, older visitors)
2 What are the topics in each text? (art, history, business, sport, etc.)

6. Go beyond basic comprehension questions 



Plan a paragraph about your town or city. Think about:
- The type of reader 
- The types of topics

Then write your paragraph (50-60 words)

6. Go beyond basic comprehension questions 



7. As with language, grade the CT task 
Example A

Example B



7. As with language, grade the CT task 
Example A

Example B



7. Make the most of a picture 8. Use information-rich photos 

Life Elementary Unit 2



Life Elementary Unit 2

8. Use information-rich photos 



Life Pre-Intermediate Unit 6

9. Move onto creativity 



10. Use more than one teaching approach



10. Use more than one teaching approach
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1. Teach students key language for CT tasks
2. Encourage students to use open questions
3. Build in personalization
4. Make students create the exercise
5. Get students to say ‘why’
6. Go beyond basic comprehension questions
7. As with language, grade the CT task
8. Use information-rich photos
9. Move onto creativity
10. Use more than one teaching approach

Ten practical ways to integrate critical thinking at 
lower levels



The critical thinking paradox

“Just because a student has lower level 
English, that doesn’t mean they have low 

level intelligence.”

“Tasks that are aimed at higher order 
thinking require higher level language.”



The critical thinking solution

“Just because a student has lower level 
English, that doesn’t mean they have low 

level intelligence.”

“Tasks that are aimed at higher order 
thinking don’t have to use higher level 

language.”



Basic comprehension

Critical thinking

Creative thinking



Take part in a survey on critical thinking 

http://ngl.cengage.com/infocus/index.php/2018/02/09/1593/
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